
Ski Trip – KIT LIST

Main Bag
All students must have appropriate clothing for skiing.

The following list is ESSENTIAL.

Please remember that lots of thin layers are a more efficient way of keeping warm.

Ski Jacket Ski Salopettes Ski Gloves
Ski Goggles Thermal Layers Proper LONG Ski Socks
Fleece Layer Sunglasses (suitable for snow High Factor Sun Cream

Lip slave Water bottle for use while skiing Small backpack

Normal clothes and underwear Trainers and other footwear Towel for showering
Wash Kit Swimming costume (NO bikinis) Towel for swimming

Hand Luggage
Money (English /Euros)                                                                 Food and drink for the journey
Medication for journey                                                                                  Water bottle
Neck pillow or pillow                                                                                   Small blanket
Ear plugs / Eye Mask

Small wash kit and toothbrush/paste  to freshen up during the journey
Students are responsible for the security of all of their belongings and money.

A note about SKI SOCKS - What's the difference between ski socks and regular socks?
Ski socks are designed to be worn with ski boots. They are longer than everyday socks and also thicker at the shin and toes to help
protect you at boot pressure points. Please ensure your child has at least 2 pairs of PROPER LONG KNEE LENGTH SKI SOCKS – a
pair of ski socks can be worn for 2 or 3 days skiing.
Ski socks are one of the most overlooked components of ski wear and are often underrated in their importance to maintaining a
high level of comfort, warmth and performance on the slopes. However, they are absolutely crucial. Even with the right ski boots,
an inadequate pair of socks can easily ruin your performance, as you’ll be left with not only cold but sore feet, as they are not
properly protected to be worn in the boots. As you’re on your feet all day, ski socks are a necessity to be able to enjoy skiing and
excel at it, too.
Do You Wear Socks Under Ski Socks?
Now, this is a question that everybody will have asked or at least thought about when it comes to ski preparation.
The answer is no. But why not? For one, ski socks are expertly crafted from a thermal material that will provide more than enough
warmth for your feet, while being breathable enough for them not to get too sweaty or damp. Wearing a pair of ordinary socks
underneath ski socks will only make it harder for your feet to breathe and will provide more discomfort than additional warmth.
Secondly, ski socks and ski boots or snow boots are all designed with their partner in mind, so adding more layers may make the
boots too tight or uncomfortable for no good reason at all.
How To Wear Ski Socks?
Well, not with ordinary socks underneath them, as we established above. But, just like any other pair of socks, you should own
more than one pair of ski socks.
How Should Ski Socks Fit?
Snug. Snug. Snug. When buying ski socks, it’s all about the snug fit. They shouldn’t be loose whatsoever, but it goes without saying
that they shouldn’t be too tight, either. Make sure they’re fitted to keep the cold air out and your toes nice and comfy, but don’t
go cutting off your circulation.
Thin or thick?
All ski socks are designed to provide insulation, so the thickest ones available do not necessarily mean that they are the best.
Lightweight ski socks are ideal for warmer days, allow for greater flexibility and high performance owing to the fact that mobility is
lost in thicker sock layers.
Midweight ski socks are the most popular and arguably the best thermal socks, as they strike a good balance between warmth,
comfort and performance; making them suitable for any average skier and those who are content with a jack of all trades.
However, it should be said that these are not the recommended choice for extreme winter conditions.
Heavyweight ski socks are the thickest available, providing the highest level of cushioning, support and insulation. These are
preferred among beginners who spend the most time sedentary on the slopes, and anyone who wants to shut out the biting cold
completely and don’t mind skimping a little on performance.



Exercises for Skiing

1. Chair position against wall (starting with 1
minute, increase by 30 seconds a week)

_______ :Legs must be at right angles.

2. Bunny hops (either on the spot or moving)

___________________________

3. Squats
: stand straight
:squat down as if sitting on a chair keeping
your back straight

1. ___________2.________________

4. Squat Thrust
:start in press up position
: lift knees up to chest and back out again

5. Alternate Foot Jumps
: bend knees and jump into air switching feet
in mid air
:make sure you bend right down to touch the
ground

1. _________ 2. ________ 3.__________

6. Front Kicks
: stand in press up position
:lift leg up to kick hand

_______________________

7. Alternate Foot Jumps
: bend knees and jump into air switching feet
in mid air
:make sure you bend right down to touch the
ground

2. _________ 2. ________ 3.__________

8. Front Kicks
: stand in press up position
:lift leg up to kick hand

_______________________

9. Step Ups
:step up with both feet on step and back
down again

____________________________

NB: ON EXERCISES 2 – 7 START WITH 10 REPS
PER DAY – INCREASING BY 3 REPS PER WEEK.
This is a short fitness programme, which we expect all
students to follow properly. There is a much greater risk
of injury if your child is not physically
prepared for skiing and they will not enjoy the trip if
they are constantly exhausted. Parents, please ensure
your son/daughter does the exercises daily.


